Introducing the Peloris Rapid Tissue Processor

- Histology and the Presby Gross Room would like to introduce the Peloris Rapid Tissue Processor to the staff.
- This rapid processor will allow the clinicians to run an additional STAT run with same day H&E results.
- The incorporation of this additional run will enhance our patient care goals for our centers of excellence, and decrease our TAT times for specimens.
- The Gross Room will accept STAT biopsies with a cut-off time for receipt at 9am and 11am.
- The Histology lab will accept the specimens for rapid processing at 930am and 1130am.
- This additional run will be in effect Monday-Saturday.
- There will be only one run on Sunday and holidays, however, the cut-off time for those specimens will increase to 10am.

Thanks to Frank Fusca, gross room supervisor, and Chris Simmons, Lead Histology Technician for their time in testing and working up this processor.

Thanks to Drs. Demetris, Nalesnik, Randhawa, and Wu for their assistance with screening H&E slides during the workup trial.